UNITE CONTRACTS ACROSS THE ENTERPRISE WITH

It’s no secret that contracts are no longer solely owned by Legal. So
shouldn’t Contract Lifecycle Management (CLM) solutions support all
business users? And when we say support, we mean rich API support for
no-code, drag-and-drop integrations with the daily business applications
business users spend the most time in. Malbek’s flexible and
easy-to-use integration framework ensures all data exchanges are secure
and immediate, helping organizations unite the enterprise.

BUILD THE CONTRACT ECOSYSTEM YOU NEED WITH THE APPS YOU LOVE
The Malbek Konnect integration
marketplace offers seamless integrations
with popular business solutions.

•

CRM

•

D O C U M E N T M A N AG E M E N T

•

ERP

•

E - S I G N AT U R E

•

REPORTING ENGINES

•

T E A M C O L L A B O R AT I O N

* But wait, there's more! Contact your Malbek representative for a full list of integrations. And, with our REST APIs, your options are endless.
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Unite the enterprise.
Accelerate contracting velocity.

A FUTURE-PROOF INTEGRATION FRAMEWORK
At Malbek, we understand that your business needs will inevitably change over time and you need a CLM platform that can keep up.
That’s why Malbek Konnect provides a flexible integration framework that can evolve with you, offering a self-service platform to bring
together the apps and systems you need. The best part? There’s always more to come. Malbek will continue to add to its growing list of
drag-and-drop productized connectors to support the needs of our customers.

KEY BENEFITS
Lower Cost of Ownership
In today’s fast-paced world, you need a CLM that can grow with you. As your business evolves and your needs and systems change,
Malbek Konnect provides a flexible and configurable integration framework that is easy to maintain internally with no hidden
implementation costs.

Strengthen CLM Adoption
The largest barrier to implementing new systems is ensuring adoption and consistent usage across all teams. That’s why Malbek Konnect
meets users in the applications where they spend the most time for immediate updates and information on their contracts.

Improve Collaboration
Managing contracts is a team sport. Integrating Malbek with key business systems empowers all business users to contribute and
collaborate on the contracts that need their attention. No more wondering where a contract is in its lifecycle or relying on Legal to be the
messenger. Now users can get real-time updates, notifications, and reminders when and where they need them most.

Don’t just take our word for it.
See Malbek for yourself.
Request a demo at malbek.io/request-a-demo
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